In Europe
2000-2020
History caught in the act

Introduction
We are happy to announce the sequel to our
internationally celebrated travel series In Europe: In Europe (2000 – 2020). In 19 new
documentaries, we unravel the 21st century
in Europe, an era of political, economic and
social turmoil.
The beating heart of this series is ordinary
people who share extraordinary experiences. Stories of eyewitnesses who unwittingly
were a part of key historical events as they
unfolded. In Europe isabout the French yellow
vests, about the Greek people who have been
mercilessly squeezed by the EU, but also the
unstoppable breakdown of democracy by the
Hungarian leader Viktor Orbán.
Please note: In Europe is only available for
European territories. It can be purchased as
individual documentaries as well as a series.

Overview
The documentaries present eyewitnesses
who ended up in the middle of an important
historical event without knowing it. With their
personal story, they colour the events of
recent history. In this chaos, the series tries to
create order and catch history in the act.
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History of Europe 2000-2020
Available now
19 Documentaries
19 European countries
19 Original languages
Additional education project
200 schools
10.000 students
Based on a book by best-selling author
Geert Mak
Produced by VPRO
Directed by Roel van Broekhoven and
Stefanie de Brouwer

Episodes
1. The Pilot That Jumped Out of the Cockpit 6. When the Ice Melts
France - 9/11

Switzerland - Climate change

2. Putin’s Doll

7. The Right Side of History

3. Bankers Behind Bars

8. The Ant and the Grasshopper

4. Silent as the Grave

9. The Laws of the Sea

5. The Love Bridge

10. Dancing Bears

Russia - Censorship

Iceland - 2008 Financial crisis
Bosnia - Civil war

Denmark - Immigration policies

Poland - WWII

Portugal - Refugees

Italy - Fortress Europe

Bulgaria - Freedom

11. Frode’s Frigid War

Norway - Espionage

12. The Sex of the Strongest
France - #MeToo

13. Ctrl, Alt, Delete

Germany - Surveillance & privacy

14. The Stifled Revolution

France - Yellow vests

15. The Golden Year

Greece - Three crises

16. The Road to Unfreedom

Hungary - Viktor Orbán

17. There Is No Alternative

United Kingdom - Neoliberalism

18. The Gateway to Europe
Greece - Lesbos

19. In or Out

United Kingdom - Brexit

Serbia

Highlight: Silent as the Grave
Who could relax in a hotel that used to be the
headquarters of murderous Serbian militia?
Yet these days holidaymakers don’t seem at
all bothered by the sordid past of the luxurious Vilina Vlas resort in Bosnia.
It seems they have forgotten about the ethnic
cleansing that took place in the pool. It’s hard
to believe that people can forget about the
past by ignoring its horrible facts. Don’t we all
want to learn from history?

dor, learnt about Nazi Germany’s concentration camps at school, but nothing about the
internment camps in his own town during the
Bosnian War. Now he and his friends are trying
to break the silence, but the older generation
isn’t happy about their perseverance.

And then a glimmer of hope. For years, Bosnian Muslim soldier Daut lived with the belief
that he had killed a Bosnian Serb soldier on
the frontlines near Srebrenica. Until they met
again 14 years later under completely different
But not everyone is at peace with keeping circumstances.
quiet. Nikola Kuridža, a teenager from Prije-

Watch Silent as the Grave

Italy

Highlight: The Laws of the Sea
In the past two decades, tens of thousands of
people have attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea in crowded boats. A captain who
does not rescue such crew members in hopeless situations is punishable. And one that
will save them?
This episode begins with the bizarre story of
Captain Stefan Schmidt, who was obliged to
assist seafarers in distress, but was then not
allowed to land them.
Abdul Aziz was one of the crew members rescued by Schmidt. He had to return immediate-

ly to Africa, but he didn’t give up and eventually managed to live in Europe for a few years.
Now he is back in Ghana, where he educates
young people about the dangers of migration
to Europe.
Captain Pia Klemp has saved at least 14,000
people from death with her ship. In 2017, Italian maritime police seized the ship and accused her of helping with illegal immigration.
She could be sentenced to 20 years in prison.
Nevertheless, Pia remains committed to the
refugees.

Watch The Laws of the Sea

France

Highlight: The Sex of the Strongest
The hashtag #MeToo conquered the world
in 2017. Women sought support from each
other to call out sexual assault. #MeToo shook
everyone up, many victims were finally heard.
Up to the highest level, perpetrators were exposed. It became clear that the fight for equal
rights for men and women was far from over.
When the French journalist Tristane Banon tells
a TV show in 2007 how the powerful Dominique Strauss-Kahn tried to rape her, the guests
at the table respond with laughter. It is only
when DSK is arrested in America in 2011 for
sexually assaulting a chambermaid that the

journalist shares her story. The whole of France
shames her for airing her dirty laundry, but the
stories of sexual abuse of power are piling up
all over the world.
Yet it can also go horribly wrong. In Sweden,
the husband of the world-famous soprano
Anne Sofie von Otter, a theatre director, commits suicide when actresses accuse him of demanding sex in exchange for roles. Only after
his suicide did a commission of inquiry comes
to the conclusion that the stories were made
up.

Watch The Sex of the Strongest

Education project
In line with the television series, VPRO and
EuroClio (European Association of History
Educators) produced an interactive education kit for students in grades 3, 4 and 5 of senior secondary education and pre-university
education, which will contribute to forming
opinions, European citizenship and media literacy.

mentary surrounding a theme, based on clear
tutorials on how to do research, how to conduct interviews, and how to make, edit and
upload film. All videos are uploaded onto YouTube, where students can watch and discuss
each other’s results. They are filming history!

VPRO and EuroClio will connect every school
that joins the programme to a European partThe four themes are:
ner. Schools from more than 30 different
- Migration			
- Gender equality
countries have already joined us. This creates
- Difficult history		
- Climate change
a one-of-a-kind European exchange project in
which students will compare and discuss the
Students are expected to make a mini docu- outcome of the project together.

Click here for the In Europe Schools YouTube channel
Click here to watch the student’s videos about Migration
Click here to watch the playlist on Difficult History
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